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We hope everyone is recovering from the 
effects of Hurricane Ian.  

Last month’s meeting:  

 

 

 

 

Volunteers: Donna, Nancy, and Connie just 
finished cooking a delicious meal. 

 

 

 

The Daytona Beach 
Regional Library Branch 
Manager, Jorge Perez, and 
Sharlene Fagen, the John 
H. Dickerson Heritage 
Library manager, were the 
guest speakers on behalf of 
the Volusia County Public 
Library. 

Steve thanked Jorge, and Paul presented an 

appreciation plaque to Sharlene. 

 

 

(con’t on next page) 

  
      

Join us at the  
Schnebly Center  

1101 N Atlantic Ave 
Thursday, October 20th!    

Meal at 6:00 p.m. 
Meeting at 6:30 p.m. 

 ($5 suggested donation) 
 

Dinner:  
Grilled Hotdogs with Toppings 

including Chili, Cheese, 
Onions, Chopped Tomatoes & 

Sauerkraut 
Potato Salad 

Desserts and Beverages 
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AGENDA 
1.  6 p.m. Dinner 
2.  Call to Order and Pledge 
3. Crime and safety report—Captain Jeremy Nililow 
4. Denzil Sykes (new CODE Director) 
5. Political Forum: the Volusia Count Council Dis. 2 candidates:  

Matt Reingart and Danny Fuqua 
6. 50/50 drawing 
7.  Adjourn 
8. Put tables and chairs away and 
9.  Go home with a smile!  

 
(con’t from Page 1) 
 
Our favorite way to end another great meeting is by awarding the 50-
50 winnings. This month the lucky winner was Judy Sterling, who 
received her winnings from Nancy.  

We will start our meeting this 
month with our call-to-order 
Pledge followed by a police 
report from Captain Jeremy 
Nilolow.  

We will then hear from 
Denzil Sykes (new CODE 
director). Feel free to bring 
your code questions to this 
meeting.  

Then we will host a political 
forum for the Volusia County Council Dist. 2 candidates: Matt 
Reinhart and Danny Fuqua.  

The recent cooler weather has us thinking ahead to our December 
ticket auction and Holiday Party. The ticket auction will again offer 
fabulous items to enjoy or use as Christmas gifts. Try to add your 
own offering to make this a fun evening.  

 
Thanks for the journey, 
Steve Koenig 
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OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Derrick Henry 
Mayor of Daytona Beach 

 
We are in the recovery process in the aftermath 

of Hurricane Ian. Although we were spared the 
widespread, complete destruction experienced in 
Southwest Florida, our community was significantly 
impacted. Wind gusts up to 81 mph were reported at the 
airport and more than 17 inches of rain were measured 
by staff at our Bethune Point Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. Downed trees, flooded homes and cars, and power 
outages were some of the issues caused by this historic 
storm. As a community, we will get through this. I am 
inspired by seeing neighbors reaching out to help each 
other in their time of need.  
  The city approved two items, which will 
immediately help residents try to get back to some 
normalcy. Debris removal has already started. Through a 
private contractor with 10 large trucks, vegetative debris 
is being collected 7 days a week, from 7 a.m. to 7 
p.m.  Please place debris into separate piles for 
vegetation, construction and demolition materials and 
appliances. Leaves, branches and limbs should be loose 
and not bagged or in containers. 
  To help reduce expenses for residents, building 
permit fees for storm repairs are being waived through 
Dec. 5 for commercial and residential properties within 
city limits. Types of permits that fees are being waived 
for include:  

• A/C and water heater replacement 
• Docks 
• Electrical repairs and replacement 
• Fences 

• Roofing 
• Screen enclosures 
• Sheds 
• Soffit/fascia/siding repair or replacement 

For more information, call (386) 671-8178 or visit 
www.codb.us/permitslicensing. 
 

 
 

 

Mike Chitwood 
        Volusia County Sheriff 

I hope you and yours fared OK during Hurricane 
Ian, or are at least getting back on your feet. With 10 to 
20+ inches of rain in a short time, the flooding and 
damage to homes and businesses across Volusia County 
was historic. 
  Tragically, we lost 5 people in Volusia County 
during the storm and the flooding that followed. In our 
county and across Florida, those who lost their lives 
were predominantly our senior residents. To anyone who 
lost a family member or a friend, my sincere 
condolences and prayers are with you. Every life lost is a 
tragedy, and any first responder will tell you it’s difficult 
to cope with the outcome of those tragic calls.  
  What I ask each of them to remember is the 
hundreds of individuals and families they did rescue 
from flooded homes and roads – more than 1,000 calls 
for help came in during the worst hours.  
  For all affected, recovery is going to take time, 
especially for those who took a direct hit with a massive 
storm surge in Southwest Florida. But we’re already 
seeing folks pull together to get each other through this 
disaster.  
  I couldn’t be prouder of what I saw from our 
deputies, dispatchers and support staff before, during, 
and after the storm. Including those 1,000+ calls for 
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high-water rescues, our dispatchers received almost 5 
times the normal call volume that Thursday of the storm. 
The entire organization rose to the challenge and 
performed like professionals to get help to as many 
people as we could, as quickly as possible. 
  
With the recovery phase underway, here are a few pieces 
of information I want to be sure to share with everyone I 
can:  

• Volusia County has been designated by FEMA 
for Individual Assistance. To find out more, go 
to www.volusia.org/fema or apply online at 
www.disasterassistance.gov. Remember, if you 
have insurance, you should file a claim with 
your insurance company immediately.  

• Staff from FEMA’s Disaster Survivor 
Assistance (DSA) program are traveling 
throughout Volusia County to offer help in 
applying for FEMA assistance and answer 
questions about the process.  

• Starting Monday, Oct. 24, through Sunday, Oct. 
30, pre-registration will be open for the Disaster 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (D-
SNAP), which provides food assistance for 
residents impacted by Hurricane Ian. This 
program is for residents not already receiving 
assistance through the regular Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program. Applicants must 
have been living or working in Volusia County 
during Hurricane Ian, suffered a disaster-related 
loss such as damage to their home or self-
employment property, loss of food, reduction or 
loss of income, or other disaster-related 
expenses. An applicant must meet income 
eligibility.  

• If you’re looking to volunteer with recovery, one 
of many great options is the United Way of 
Volusia-Flagler Counties. They are organizing 
volunteers to assist in various ways. Residents 
can sign up and get more information by calling 
Francine Martin at 386-341-4517.  

• If you’re still looking for help with cleanup or 
removal, Crisis Cleanup is a great resource. It’s 
a national organization that collaborates with 
multiple agencies to send volunteers where 
they’re needed. To request volunteer assistance, 
call Crisis Cleanup at 800-451-1954 or visit 
www.crisiscleanup.org.   

• Remember that scam artists take advantage of 
these disasters. One popular brand of scam is the 
fake hurricane relief charity. Avoid solicitors 
that use high-pressure tactics or hesitate to 
provide additional information on the charitable 

organization. Consider seeking out a charity you 
already know is legitimate. Call the Florida 
Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services at 800-HELP-FLA to check the 
legitimacy of a charity, or see if any complaints 
have been logged against it.  

• Another scam to be aware of is the sketchy 
unlicensed contractor who takes advantage of 
desperate storm victims. With quality 
contractors in high demand right now, the door 
is open for scam artists to swoop in and offer 
you a deal that sounds too good to be true – and 
probably is. Check to see if a company is 
properly licensed, insured and if there are any 
consumer complaints filed against a licensed 
contractor at www.MyFloridaLicense.com or 
call the Florida Attorney General’s Office at 
866-9NO-SCAM (966-7226).  

• For many more issues not covered here, 
remember Volusia County has a website and an 
info line set up to answer your storm recovery 
questions. The Citizens Information Center 
hotline is answered 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily at 866-
345-0345. You can also visit the county’s Public 
Information Network (PIN) page online at 
www.volusia.org/PIN.  

  
Thanks and stay safe, 
Sheriff Chitwood 
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Please Help!

Call Nancy (810-733-3044) for gift pickup.
Lets make this year’s auction the best ever!!!

To make this year’s Ticket Auction a success,
we need your help!!!

Look in your cupboards and closets for those things
that need to be re-gifted- - they could be a great fit

for someone else.

If you have home decor that no longer has a place,
it may be just what your neighbor is looking for.

Use your imagination and think of things you
would like to receive! Gift certificates, artwork, etc...

all these things will be greatly appreciated as
additions to our annual auction.



 
 

 

 

 

 

Ken Strickland 
City Commissioner Zone 2 

 
Hello neighbors, 

As we all know the remnants of hurricane Ian 
came through and disrupted our lives here in paradise. 
There was considerable wind damage on the beachside 
and throughout our city. Some of our beachfront hotels 
suffered water intrusion as well as some sea wall 
damage. The largest number of residents to suffer from 
the flooding was the midtown area. Many of those 
displaced found shelter at the Ocean Center, which was 
set up with different areas for different needs. There’s an 
area for those with medical needs, an area for families, 
an area for those with pets, and an area for adults.  

The Red Cross has done an excellent job of 
providing cots and blankets. Food has been donated and 
served. A shower trailer has been provided for those 
staying in the shelter. Even a smoking area was set up 
outside. Pickup of storm debris started on October 10; 
this could take days, maybe even weeks, to complete. I 
am sure there are many yards like ours, where cleanup 
has been put on hold until the debris along the street has 
been picked up. I hope everyone in Zone 2 and beyond 
in our city are doing well and headed toward normalcy 
as quickly as possible. I want to thank our City Manager, 
Police, Fire, Public Works, and all of our City 
Employees for their hard work and dedication during 
this difficult time. Daytona Strong! 

Until next month. 
Ken Strickland  
Zone 2 Commissioner  
stricklandken@codb.us 
386-307-4253 
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386-747-5358



 
 

A NATIVE REMEMBERS 
Paul Zimmerman 
Vice Chair, Bellaire Community Group 
    
 Whew, that was a close one.  I know we suffered 
some extensive damage, but when you look at what 
happened on the west coast we were lucky.  I happened 
to be in the North Carolina Mountains the week that Ian 
came to visit, so I missed the horror show that took place 
here.  I had booked the VRBO about 4 months earlier so 
it was just fortuitous that I was up there. I returned to 
minor damage to my yard but no damage to my home or 
the new fence I had just put up. A tip to those installing 
new fences: place your posts in concrete every four feet– 
not the usual eight feet apart, more work and little more 
money initially– it will save you in the long run. 
    When I got back, I took a ride on my bike down the 
beach, from Andy Romano Park to Botefuhr Approach 
in the Shores.  I was saddened to see the destruction 
done to our beach by Ian. All the approaches between 
Andy Romano and Botefuhr suffered extensive damage, 
making vehicular access impossible. Our shoreline now 
is a series of collapsed seawalls with washed away sand 
dunes. Where some of the dunes have been washed 
away, there are exposed seawalls from years ago. There 
is one near Seaview Approach that is made of 
beautifully laid coquina stone by a mason who must 
have taken pride in his work. There are remnants of 
Palm Log seawalls near the Boardwalk.  Those of us 
who have been around awhile remember that type of 
seawall.  Years ago, palm trees being in plentiful supply 
were cut and jetted into the sand side by side to make a 
wall, and then a wooden or concrete cap was placed or 
poured on top.  I never put too much faith in the palm 
log seawalls, but obviously some of them made it 
through decades of exposure. Near the Boardwalk, you 
can see the remains of what must have been one of the 
original palm log seawalls along our coast. Oh, the 
stories they could tell. 
    One of the saddest realizations on our beach is that we 
have lost much of our sand. There are areas where the 
sand at the seawalls is 8-10 feet lower than it was prior 
to Ian.  That much sand loss reduces the slope of our  
beach dramatically.  Now even at moderate high tide, 
with small surf, the ocean is lapping at the base of most 
seawalls.  The effects of seawall scouring is visible, with 
deep cuts at the ends of seawalls into the dunes of 
adjacent non-seawalled properties.  Who knows how  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

long it will take, if ever, for Mother Nature to redeposit 
the sand. 
    One of the things that puzzled me about what I saw in 
my bike ride was dramatic differences in the heights of 
the seawall caps.  Some of the newly exposed caps, of 
the older seawalls, were much lower, like 6 feet lower, 
than the newer ones.  To me, that would indicate that 
either we had a much steeper slope to our beach or that 
water level was much lower when they built the 
seawall….or I guess it could mean folks didn’t have a 
historical perspective of just how powerful storms could 
be. Anyway, I found it curious. 

There is a point of personal interest for me about 
Ian. Forecasters had predicted that Ian would follow the 
same track as the Tampa Bay Hurricane of 1921…they 
were pretty close but off by a hundred miles or so.  My 
dad, Frank Zimmerman, was born on October 25, 1921, 
in the then Zimmerman family home on the corner of 
Orange Ave and Segrave Ave in Daytona Beach.  I have 
the kerosene lamp that provided the light for his birth in 
my living room.  There was no electricity that day 
because the Tampa Bay Hurricane of 1921 had cut 
across the state causing catastrophic damage to all of 
Florida.   

‘til next time, 
Paul 
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SAVE OUR NEIGHBORHOODS 
Weegie Keundig  
Past Chair, Save Our Neighborhoods 

 
Dear Bellaire Friends 
and Neighbors:  

When my family 
first moved to Florida in 
the early 80's, I thought I 
had been dropped in 
paradise. I assumed 
everyone here felt the 
same way. It took me 
some years to realize that 
not everyone respected, 

protected and appreciated the environment and history of 
Florida the way that we did.  It took me some time to 
understand how fragile the state really is. I have spent the 
better part of my Florida life joining forces with others to 
speak to the issues that may soon destroy us.  

One of those issues has been our infrastructure. In 
the last few years I have signed up to receive  FDEP's 
Notices of Pollution. The link can be found at www. 
floridadep.gov/pollutionnotices. This state requires that 
cities and counties and even private land owners disclose 
raw wastewater and other water spills, blockages, polluted 
water supplies, hazardous discharges of any type, damage 
to systems, etc. They must also report impacts on water 
surfaces, number of gallons spilled, who is responsible, 
what was able to be cleaned up , when systems were fixed, 
with dates and times, etc.  

Before Irma, I was receiving about a dozen or so 
notices from across the state every day. It didn't take long 
to see how very inadequate our water infrastructure is. 
During and since Irma the notices have been nothing short 
of horrifying. I am now receiving dozens a day of very 
dramatic damage. 

Florida made it  even easier for developers to 
ignore infrastructure needs in 2011 when it decimated our 
own state growth management  and concurrency standards, 
returning most of the decision-making to local 
governments. We have now witnessed the incredible long 
term, devasting impacts of this across our state, counties, 
and cities. 

 I think we need a well-planned building 
moratorium until we get our infrastructure under control - 

if it's not too late. I am hoping everyone will stop voting 
against their own best interests now. 

Praying for everyone's recovery. 
Again, thanks for the opportunity. 

 
Weegie Kuendig 
dkuendig@aol.com 
386-451-6470. 
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$15 OFF SERVICE CALL FOR BCG AREA RESIDENTS

•  FREE Estimates, Jewelry, Watch & Clock Repairs
•  Complete Jewelry Repairs
•  Large Selection of  Diamonds & Colored Stone Jewelry
•  Large selection of  High Fashion Silver Jewelry & Beads
•  We Buy & Sell Estate Jewelry
•  On-Site Parking
•  BENCHMARK Bridal Dealer
•  On-site Jewlery Repair Tuesday &
Wednesday

Voted Best 
Around for past
28 years for Best

Fine Jewelry
& Clock Shop

50%

Printed in Daytona Beach at

735 N. Ridgewood Ave. • Daytona Beach
(386) 252-6571



 
 

FROM THE CHIEF OF POLICE  
 
Jakari Young,  
Chief of Police of Daytona Beach 

 
Hurricane Ian brought historic flooding and 

unprecedented destruction across our community. Our 
department made plans for how we would respond before, 
during and after the storm. Our Emergency Operations 
Center was activated and staffed with dedicated personnel 
who were ready to support the responders as well as 
members of the community. We expected that there would 
be damage and power outages as well as flooding. But 
seeing the devastation that this storm caused was unlike 
anything most of us have ever witnessed.  

During the storm we started to receive calls from 
residents who needed our help.  They had water rushing 
into their homes, trees falling onto their roofs and some 
were stuck in their cars. Our officers deployed 
immediately and started working to get these people to 
safety. Even as some officers were being notified of 
danger and damages to their own families and homes, they 
continued to tirelessly protect and serve The City of 
Daytona Beach.  

As I watched the men and women of the Daytona 
Beach Police Department respond to this catastrophe, I 
could not be more proud of their heroism, selflessness, and 
compassion. They traversed through flood waters with no  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
regard for their own safety. I had cops carrying a child in 
each arm. I had cops carrying people on their backs and 
offering comfort to some who lost everything. Our officers 
were conducting rescues around the clock, getting little to 
no sleep. They rescued people on foot, using vehicles, and 
using boats. I was extremely proud, but not at all surprised.  
Since Hurricane Ian has passed, it has become evident that 
our work is not done. We have seen the community come 
together in its time of need with donation drives and 
neighbors helping neighbors. We are still receiving an 
outpouring of support through the community whether it 
be people who are looking to donate or looking to 
volunteer. This city never ceases to amaze me and I look 
forward to rebuilding what has been lost and strengthening 
a bond that cannot be broken as we move forward.  
 
Sincerely, 
Chief Jakari Young 
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Full Service Lawn Service 
& Landscaping

KOENIG
R E A L T Y

Steve Koenig, Broker 
Nancy Koenig, Realtor

386-257-6700
KoenigRealty.com

Your Local Full Service Real Estate Company
Your Beachside Specialists
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LEAVING LOCKDOWN 
Well, here it is again, the monthly column in our 

little newsletter that keeps people informed about events 
in our neighborhood. I guess I don’t need to talk about 
the effects of Hurricane Ian, since—with the exception 
of some of the more deeply damaged areas of Daytona 
Beach—most folks beachside have power, cable, 
internet, and a/c back. But I will, for just a little bit.  

My husband and I fled the beachside and took 
shelter inland at our hurricane house, where the damage 
to the house was minimal but the little forest that sits 
behind the house was pretty much decimated by the 
wind. Three enormous old live oaks went crashing down 
in the middle of the night, most of them originating in 
our neighbor’s back yard but ending in ours and taking 
out about another six trees. It’s unrecognizable back 
there now. I guess those gorgeous old trees just needed a 
good excuse—three of them didn’t even have roots. 
They just snapped off at the ground and BOOM. (We 
gonna have firewood for years now!) 

But we here were spared the shocking and 
horrifying damage in southwest Florida. My heart just 
goes out to those folks and their families.  One of the 
cracks in my broken heart is for the damage to my 
beloved Sanibel Island. If you’ve been there, you know. 

But this is the price we pay, isn’t it? Most of the 
time living here is fantastic. Sometimes it’s catastrophic. 
And now we have another storm to tell stories about 
during the inevitable next one. It’s all part of the 
experience of living in Florida.  

It’s clear, though, that one of Florida’s biggest 
problems is a pretty complete disregard at the state and 
county level of the essential need for environmental 
maintenance and restoration. The flooding in our 
midtown area, if you saw it, was scary…and shouldn’t 
have happened. Did you see the damage at Tuscawilla 
Park? How about the cars in low-lying parking lots that 
are now parked on the grass along Nova? I couldn’t get 
to my sister for almost four days because the roundabout 
in their area was under two feet of water. Four days! 
Florida is basically an island and we’ve interfered with 
basically every natural way of water dispersion. It’s 
totally not sustainable. State and county leadership 
MUST do better.  

Increased development—like the absolutely 
uncontrolled sprawl out on the west side of the city— 

 
 
 
takes out acre after acre of established wilderness and 
replaces these natural storm protections with the 
ridiculously inadequate requirement of storm water 
drainage ponds. I can’t even drive on LPGA any more—
it’s so ugly (and shortsighted) to build storage units 
where forest and animals used to be. Storage units, for 
goodness’ sake. What are they thinking? I hear they’re 
putting in another car wash at the corner of Mason and 
Nova. (Really? Another car wash in a town whose 
citizens know better than some of our politicians about 
the water supply? Why am I not surprised?)  

Wild Florida is critically important for our 
continued beauty and safety. Ruining that for the sake of 
the almighty dollar makes no sense.  Land and animals 
and forests and wetlands are not “our things” to break if 
we feel like it. We’re only borrowing them for the time 
we’re here, and the next generation has to deal with what 
we leave for them. I hope they’re smarter than we were. 
And a lot more forgiving. And a lot less greedy.  

Well, I wasn’t expecting an environmental rant 
to come out of my keyboard today, but listen y’all, 
climate change is a thing, and these storms are only 
going to get worse while we bury our heads in the sands 
of Daytona Beach.  

I’ll tell you one thing. We have hurricane 
shutters for the big windows in our home, but we make 
do with plywood for most of the other windows. This 
spring—and this is relevant I promise—I turn 59. My 
husband will turn 64. And we are both sick and tired of 
the physical exertion. Call it privilege, because it 
certainly is, but we are OVER it and we’re going to bite 
the bullet for hurricane windows in the spring. I am not 
doing another season like this. We were literally putting 
up the plywood as the rains began on Wednesday, and 
my husband, who is usually the mildest-mannered man 
you can imagine, was quietly cursing up a storm (hah! 
No pun intended). Nope. We are not doing it again. I am 
too old for this crap.  

I will say, though, that Ian appears to have 
brought fall temperatures. It’s simply gorgeous weather. 
The skies are that very specific shade of blue that 
announces autumn. I hope, as you venture out into the 
glorious Florida fall we’ve been graced with, that you 
feel gratitude. I know I do.  

Take care, folks. See you next month.  



11th Annual Raffle Ticket Holiday Auction
December 15, 2022
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Auction Co-Chairs
Rachael Hristov & Nancy Lewandowskyj

 

 

 

 

December Holiday Party and Ticket Auction  

Our Annual Holiday Party and Ticket Auction in December! This is one of the best events the Bellaire Community Group 
hosts, so don’t miss it.  

All of the great items are donated-- by local businesses, including restaurants and hotels…and by individuals like you. Gift 
cards, gift baskets, certificates for dinners or lunches, sports memorabilia, glassware, artwork…we’ve seen all of these wonderful 

donations at previous Holiday Parties.  

 If you have any items you would like to donate for our Ticket Auction, please call: 

 Nancy at 810-733-3044.   
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901 N. Nova Rd.•  386-255-9374 •  DaytonaHyundai.com650 N. Nova Rd.•  386-255-2252 •  SubaruOfDaytona.com

614 N. Nova Rd. and 998 N. Nova Rd.
386-236-5159        386-236-5156

RitcheyAutos.com
551 N. Nova Rd. •  386-255-4444

JonHall.com
932 N. Nova Rd.•  386-236-5000

RitcheyCadillac.com

Automotive Sales • Leasing • Service and Parts
12
24
89

RITCHEY
a u t o m o t i v e  g r o u p



 
 

 

 

THANKS FOR THE JOURNEY! 
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A1A Condos:  Steve and Nancy Koenig  
Bel Aire & Driftwood: Jamie Love & 

David Hermann 
Boylston (east end):   Frank Stein 
Boylston (west end): Marc Reside 
Brookline:  Donna Hiatt 
Chaffee Place:  Sherry & Bill Phillips 
Cobblestone Village: John McGuinness  
Columbus: Tammy Schreck 
Euclid: Janice & Mike Felisko 
Flagstone: Bill and Gayle Clark  
Flushing, Manhattan, and Nautilus: 

Susan McDonald 
Golf: Lisa Gall 
N. Grandview: Connie Lambert 
Hartford: Kassi Mercy 
Jacaranda, Chipeway: George Burden 
Morningside: Ted & Cindy Beers 

N. Oleander, Auburn, Cornell, Bucknell:  Dan Stockman 
Pelican: MaryAnn and Danny Langton 
N. Peninsula (North end): Judy Schroeder 
N. Peninsula (South end): Lawrie Davidson 
Plaza: Stacy Prestwood 
Seabreeze High School Area: Paul Zimmerman 
Seaview: Suzy Lamoureux 
Stanford: Netta Weiner 
Williams: Megan O’Neill  
Waverly:  Margaret Fathi and Jules Lemos 
Woodland: Don Hietala and Kim Medina  
Zelda: Elly & Rachael Petersen   
  
 
N. Halifax:  Nancy Koenig & Nikolai Hargreaves 
 

      
Special thanks to our other volunteers: Frank Stein, Donna Coles, 

  and Reba Peters.  A special thanks to Hannah King for her clerical expertise!  


